
We help businesses 
avoid becoming 
the next statistic.

NESTT is a global cybersecurity firm focused on audits 
and assessments, cyber risk management, and incident 
response. We empower our clients by helping them 
manage IT risk and network vulnerability in today’s 
rapidly expanding cybercrime landscape.

Enterprise-level cybersecurity 
should be available to everyone

See why we’re the leaders in offensive security
NESTT team members leverage their unique experience gained from service in the military and special operations communities to investigate 
breaches, strengthen defenses, identify threats, and improve architectures. We are not only your cyber advisor but your trusted teammate.

The most comprehensive security packages available
Detection, Protection, and Compliance

We collaborate with you 
to determine your needs 
and to set the rules of 
engagement.

Our certified security 
engineers perform scanning, 
enumeration, and advanced 
manual testing techniques to 
identify potential weak areas.

We confirm potential 
vulnerabilities through 
exploitation and perform 
additional discovery upon 
new access.

Our security engineers 
document all found 
exploits, failed attempts, 
and company strengths 
and weaknesses.

PLANNING DISCOVERY ATTACK REPORTING

Our services include manual and automated penetration testing, security auditing 
and compliance, and custom consulting.

Get access to comprehensive 
security expertise without the 
enterprise price tag.

Powerful and affordable
We help you through the 
engagement and reporting 
processes so you understand.

Simple and supported
Trained security consultants 
and testers ensure your 
organization is well-protected.

Expert consultants 
on-hand

Industries
● Education  

● Finance 

● Government

● HealthCare 

● Law

● Retail & Ecommerce

● SAAS

● Technology

● Utilities and Energy

Approach
NESTT provides a full suite of services that help organizations manage and respond effectively to 
cybersecurity risk. Using our IDENTIFY, MITIGATE, MANAGE approach we help clients get proactive in 
identifying current weak areas, create systems to mitigate cyberattack risk, and manage and maintain this 
improved security posture long-term.

We evaluate your ability to identify 
risk, critical data and systems, and 
core capabilities.

Identify/Measure
We gauge how well you can respond during 
cyberattacks and we ensure your organization 
is able to restore services after a breach.

Respond/Recover

We protect you against future attacks.
Protect

We assess your ability to identify 
malicious activity in your platforms 
and environment.

Detect

NESTT defends so you can prevail. info@nestt.net


